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Welcome to BirdDog Cloud
Why BirdDog Cloud?
NDI® technology has revolutionized the distribution of video. The highly efficient NDI® codec allows multiple video 
systems to identify and communicate with one another over IP, allowing transmission and receiving of high-quality, 
low-latency, frame-accurate video and audio in real time.

However, NDI® has historically been limited to high bandwidth Local Area Network (LAN) operation. Using NDI® 
on a Wide Area Network (WAN) is difficult because:

 • NDI® was specifically designed for high bandwidth LAN operation.

 • NDI® uses the TCP Protocol which is not optimised for low latency, long distance video use.

 • High definition video requires a 100Mbit/sec data rate which is challenging for typical WAN connections.

 • NDI® uses the Bonjour service discovery mechanism which doesn’t propagate across typical WANs.

Enter BirdDog Cloud
BirdDog Cloud is your NDI® gateway to the world. It turns NDI® sources in different WANs into local sources over 
the internet. Cloud makes it easy to direct video, audio and control data to wherever it is needed. 

SRT Backbone
The heart of BirdDog Cloud is the SRT protocol which leverages bi-directional UDP traffic to optimize video 
streaming over public networks. In addition to the video data that is sent from a content source device to a 
destination, there is a constant exchange of metadata between the two endpoints to maintain consistent video 
quality.

Advantages of the use of SRT include:

 • Configurable settings allows for up to 50% packet loss while maintaining stream quality.

 • Configurable latency.

 • Configurable encryption up to 256 bit.
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BirdDog Cloud Overview
BirdDog Cloud is the overall management centre for the video distribution.  Video is delivered via the SRT point-
to-point, connection-oriented protocol - Cloud does not store the video.

The Cloud Web Console makes it easy to direct video, audio and control data to wherever it is needed. Operation 
can be sumarised in just a few steps:

1. Select your desired source Endpoint. An Endpoint is a computer to which are connected NDI® devices. The 
Cloud Web console displays all available BirdDog Cloud Endpoints in your organisation. If an Endpoint is active 
and connected to the internet, it will be displayed. 

2. Choose whether you want an Incoming connection TO your Endpoint, or an Outgoing connection FROM your 
Endpoint.

3. Choose the desired transport medium depending on your requirement. In addition to SRT, output options 
include:

 • Cloud Connect - which is a suite of applications for display on a computer monitor, tablet or TV.

 • RTMP - for transmission to CDNs such as Youtube Live and Facebook Live. 

4. Choose your target Endpoint and configure according your requirements.

That's it. BirdDog Cloud takes care of the rest. It makes NDI® sources in different WANs feel and behave like local 
sources that can be directed to wherever you require them.

In this conceptual overview diagram, BirdDog Cloud manages the point to point SRT connection that delivers your 
NDI® video from, for example, San Francisco to Melbourne.
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Interface Overview

1. Endpoint Panel

An Endpoint is a computer to which are connected NDI® devices. The Endpoints Panel shows all available 
Cloud Endpoints in your organisation. If an endpoint is active and connected to the internet, it will display in 
this panel. You can choose to hide offline Endpoints.

2. Incoming / Outgoing Connection Panels

Your created Incoming or Outgoing Connections are displayed in these panels as a realtime video thumbnail.
  

3. Connection Details

You can choose to display a comprehensive overview of your connection statistics.
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Getting Started
It's easy to open an account and get a feel for BirdDog Cloud.

1. Click the following link https://app.birddog.cloud/sign-up.

2. The Create Account screen is displayed. Click the Get Started button.

3. Enter the requested Company information. Click the Next button.

4. Create a user account. Click the Sign Up button.

 https://app.birddog.cloud/sign-up
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5. You're in!

6. Click the dropdown list and select Downloads. 

7. Download and install the BirdDog Cloud 
Endpoint software. 

Please refer to here for Mac installation 
and here for Ubuntu installation.

You'll need at least two installations on 
different computers. 

After installation, the Endpoint prompts 
you to claim it. Claiming an Endpoint links 
it to your Company.
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8. After claiming an Endpoint, there's a few settings that need to be configured.

a. Specify a writable directory for recordings using an absolute path (complete path).

b. Set the thumbnail refresh rate to a minimum of 1000 ms.

c. Select this checkbox to display the frame rate in the interface.

d. Add the local IP address if you want Endpoints to connect on a local network. When two Endpoints have 
the local IP address set, the Endpoints will attempt to connect to each other using those addresses.

9. Select Company from the dropdown list. Configuration settings for your Company are displayed. 

10. In the Shop, you can purchase Packages that are appropriate for your Company requirements. 

Please view the Packages and Pricing on this webpage.

https://birddog.cloud/pricing/
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11. Packages purchased in the Shop are redeemed in the Subscription Management page. On the left side 
Contents panel, select Subscription Management. 

a. Purchases from the Shop produce a Subscription Code that is displayed here.

b. Drag and drop the Subscription Code into the reader to redeem them.

c. Here, for example, a 30 day BirdDog Cloud core licence is redeemed.

12. Once you have a Subscription, you can easily apply it to an Endpoint.

a. To Assume a Subscription on an Endpoint, right click on the dropdown list icon, and select Assume 
Subscription.

b. To Yield a Subscription from an Endpoint, right click on the dropdown list icon, and select Yield Subscription.
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TURN Server Quota
BirdDog Cloud uses its own TURN Server 
solution. You can purchase TURN Quotas from 
the Shop.

Top-ups can be configured so they will trigger 
under user defined conditions.

a. Click the Limit checkbox to limit 
auto top-up to once a day to avoid 
unwanted, constant top -up events.

b. You can choose to be notified by email 
when manual top-up is required.

Subscription Renewal
1. Select Subscription Management. 

2. The Subscriptions window is displayed. Click the Edit button. 

NOTE: This button is only displayed before the subscription has expired.

3. The Edit Subscription window is displayed. 

a. Choose an article that you wish to auto renew. Selecting a 30 day product will renew every 30 days 
thereafter. 

b. Select the payment method to use and if you would like email notification before renewal. 
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Cloud Login
1. Once BirdDog Cloud is installed on a host PC, it's icon will be displayed in the System Tray. Right click the icon 

to show the options.

2. Login to your account using your Username and Password.
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Endpoints
An Endpoint is a computer to which are connected NDI® devices. The Cloud Web console displays all available 
BirdDog Cloud Endpoints in your organisation. If an Endpoint is active and connected to the internet, it will be 
displayed. 

Endpoints have a dropdown menu that displayed key information about the Endpoint.

a. Click the dropdown list to show any Endpoint Groups you have created. You can also choose to hide 
Endpoints that are currently offline.

b. When a new version of the Endpoint software is available, a green arrow showing that there is an update 
available. Select update from the Endpoint dropdown menu.

c. Active connections display bar graphs that show CPU and GPU activity.
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Making Connections
All connections begin by selecting your desired Endpoint and either an Incoming or Outgoing Connection for that 
Endpoint.

NOTE: Incoming Connections are limited to three options. BirdDog Cloud Endpoints over SRT, BirdDog Cloud 
Connect Connections and SRT Connections.

Selecting your Endpoint and Connection Type
1. In the the Endpoints Panel, click on an Endpoint to select it.

2. Click either the Outgoing or Incoming Connection creator.

3. To complete your connection, select your desired transport medium. These mediums are described in the 
following pages.
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Creating an RTMP Connection
1. Select the RTMP button and click OK. This creates an RTMP connection that is suitable for Content Delivery 

Networks (CDN) such as Youtube Live and Facebook Live. 

2. The RTMP Configuration dialogue is displayed. Select your available source from the left panel and complete 
the RTMP Configuration.

a. Choose your desired TX Source. These are all of the available sources at the selected Enpoint.

b. Enter your Server URL and Stream Key.

c. Select your Connection Type.

d. Select your Encoder Profile.

e. Select your preferred Timecode Handling. 

f. Click the Connect button to create the connection.
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Creating an SRT Cloud Endpoint Connection
You can create and view a Cloud Endpoint SRT Connection for the selected Endpoint.

1. Select the BirdDog Cloud Endpoint (over SRT) connection button and click OK.

2. The SRT Configuration dialogue is displayed. 

a. Choose your desired TX Source. These are all of the available sources at the selected Enpoint.

b. Select the Target Endpoint from the dropdown list.

c. Enter the Port number. Select the Auto button to have this automatically assigned within your company 
settings.

d. Choose your Connection Type.

 • Single

Single Full Screen view of the NDI® source. This is the simplest form of connection and will direct the 
output of a single source to your receiving Endpoint.

 • Multiview 

Multiview or Presenter control. With Multiview you can construct several Multiview layouts including a 
popular two large, 8 small layout or an automatically configured output. Options for Multiview include 
tally borders, audio level overlays and UMD Source labels.

• Auto Grid: Generally you can leave this as Auto Grid, as this will resize all sources to be as large as 
possible while displaying all selected sources.
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• 2+8: Arranges your Multiview with two larger displays at the top and 8 smaller displays underneath. 
Useful for Preview, Program and additional monitored sources.

          

 • Multistream

Choose to send mulitple streams over a single port SRT connection.

 • Uncompressed Audio

Send uncompressed audio only. For example, convert Dante audio to NDI® and transmit via BirdDog 
Cloud.

e. You can give the incoming NDI® stream a memorable name for display on your receiver. Select the NDI® 
Metadata checkbox to transmit metadata such as Tally or PTZ control via the SRT link.

f. You can create custom encoder profiles (FFmpeg flags) for different encoding, i.e., for an Intel GPU 
QuickSync, or Nvidia Nvenc. 

g. Choose what decoder your computer will use for the stream. 

h. Choose the desired Timecode Handling. This selection will depend on the NDI® stream encoder.

i. Select your desired NDI® Failover Source. If the selected source is interrupted for any reason, Cloud can 
automatically switch to a pre-determined alternative NDI® source. Drag an available NDI® source from the 
right side Select RX Source panel into the NDI® Failover Source panel. 

j. You can choose to record the encoded stream at either the Source or Target Endpoint. The encoder 
configuration selected for the SRT connection will also be used for the recordings.

k. Select the SRT tab. 

 • Connect type.

In order to establish a bidirectional stream, SRT 
employs a handshake mechanism where each 
device identifies itself as a Caller or as a Listener. 
In certain cases, two devices can simultaneously 
negotiate an SRT session in what is referred to as 
Rendezvous mode.

Caller

• Sets a source or destination device as the 
initiator of an SRT streaming session. 

Listener

• Sets a device to wait for a request to start an 
SRT streaming session. The Listener device 
only needs to know that it should listen for 
an SRT stream on a certain port. NOTE: 
The UDP traffic (UDP port(s)) must be port 
forwarded from the outside of the firewall to the internal IP address of the Listener Endpoint.
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Rendezvous 

• Allows two devices to negotiate an SRT session over a mutually agreed upon port. Both source 
and destination must be in Rendezvous mode. Rendezvous mode allows SRT traffic between the 
source and destination to traverse a firewall without the need for an IT administrator to open a 
port, as long as the firewalls are “stateful”. A stateful firewall is a firewall that is configured to keep 
track of and monitor the state of active network connections while analyzing incoming traffic.

 • Latency 

Sets how long the receiver should wait for retransmissions. The default is 120 ms.

 • Overhead 

Defines how much data can be used for retransmission.

 • Encryption 

Sets the desired level of Encryption.

l. Click the Next button to exit the SRT tab and then click the Connect button. A live video thumbnail of the 
selected Source is displayed. Shown is the same stream displayed on NDI® Video Monitor. If you selected 
the  NDI® Metadata checkbox, you can control your PTZ camera.
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Creating a Cloud Connect Connection 
Cloud Connect is a suite of applications that allow you to easily add and securely stream, with ultra low latency, 
live video sources from your local network over the public internet to a receiver. The receiver can be either a web 
browser, or dedicated application, on a computer monitor, tablet or TV. Cloud Connect leverages the power of 
Groups, allowing you to direct your sources to multiple Endpoints in a Group.

Cloud Connect leverages the power of NDI® technologies to process and publish video sources with extreme low 
latency. By combining NDI® sources with the BirdDog Cloud processing engine, Cloud Connect offers you truly 
global reach, keeping more people in contact with your production. In this example, we will create and view an 
Outgoing SRT Connection from the selected Endpoint.

1. Select the Cloud Connect button and click OK. 

2. The Cloud Connect Configuration dialogue is displayed. 

a. Choose your desired TX Source. These are all of the available sources at the selected Enpoint.

b. Select the Cloud Connect Group to which the video will be published. Groups are defined in the BirdDog 
Cloud Group management. Groups can have their own branding, colours and background card image. 

c. Select the Connection Type.
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d. You can give the incoming NDI® stream a memorable name for display on your receiver.

e. Upload an image for the card that will be displayed. It is recommended that each card image not exceed 
640x360 pixels to ensure fast source browsing in your applications.

f.  Set the desired Bitrate.

g. Click the Connect button to create the connection.

h. Click the Cloud Connect button to open Cloud Connect.

i. Login to your Cloud Connect page.

j. Select your Group, enter the password and view the video.
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Recording a Stream 
You can choose to locally record a stream as an MPEG encoded video. Since the local NDI stream to the Endpoint 
is being recorded, you may choose a different recording encoding profile/configuration than that used for the SRT 
transport medium, for example, that you use to send over the internet.  

1. Select the Record button and click OK. You can choose to record the encoded stream at either the source or 
destination.

2. The available selections are similar to the other transport mediums. 
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Creating a Local NDI® Connection
You can choose to stream a local NDI® connection in a variety of Multiview layouts.

1. Select the NDI® Connection button and click OK. 

2. The NDI® Configuration dialogue is displayed. Select your available source from the left panel, complete the 
configuration and click the Save button.

3. The NDI® stream thumbnail displays on the Outgoing Connections panel.
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Creating an SRT Connection
You can choose to send a source to a destination via SRT. Use this medium when using SRT to connect a BirdDog 
Cloud Endpoint to another vendor's SRT encoder/decoder.

a. Choose your desired TX Source on the left side. 
These are all of the available sources at the 
selected Enpoint.

b. Enter the Port number. Select the Auto button 
to have this automatically assigned within your 
company settings.

c. Choose your Connection Type.

 • Single

Single Full Screen view of the NDI® source. This is the simplest form of connection and will direct the 
output of a single source to your receiving Endpoint.

 • Multiview 

Multiview or Presenter control. With Multiview you can construct several Multiview layouts including a 
popular two large, 8 small layout or an automatically configured output. Options for Multiview include 
tally borders, audio level overlays and UMD Source labels.

• Auto Grid: Generally you can leave this as Auto Grid, as this will resize all sources to be as large as 
possible while displaying all selected sources.

• 2+8: Arranges your Multiview with two larger displays at the top and 8 smaller displays underneath. 
Useful for Preview, Program and additional monitored sources.

          

 • Select the  NDI® Metadata checkbox if you wish to send Tally or PTZ control data.

d. Select the SRT tab.

 • Connect type

In order to establish a bidirectional stream, 
SRT employs a handshake mechanism 
where each device identifies itself as a 
Caller or as a Listener. In certain cases, 
two devices can simultaneously negotiate 
an SRT session in what is referred to as 
Rendezvous mode.

Rendezvous 

• Allows two devices to negotiate 
an SRT session over a mutually 
agreed upon port. Both source and 
destination must be in Rendezvous mode. Rendezvous mode allows SRT traffic between the 
source and destination to traverse a firewall without the need for an IT administrator to open a 
port, as long as the firewalls are “stateful”. A stateful firewall is a firewall that is configured to keep 
track of and monitor the state of active network connections while analyzing incoming traffic.

Caller

• Sets a source or destination device as the initiator of an SRT streaming session. 
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Listener

• Sets a device to wait for a request to start an SRT streaming session. The Listener device only 
needs to know that it should listen for an SRT stream on a certain port. NOTE: The UDP traffic 
(UDP port(s)) must be port forwarded from the outside of the firewall to the internal IP address 
of the Listener Endpoint.

 • Latency 

Sets how long the receiver should wait for retransmissions. The default is 120 ms.

 • Overhead 

Defines how much data can be used for retransmission.

 • Encryption 

Sets the desired level of Encryption.
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Appendix
Mac Installation
System Requirements: Installation of the Enpoint software on macOS requires the M1 CPU or above.

1. Right click on the DMG file and select Open.

2. Click Open.

3. Drag the BirdDog Cloud icon over to the Applications shortcut and release into the displayed folder.
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4. Right click on the installed BirdDog Cloud app in the Applications folder and select Open.

5. Click Cancel on the following dialogue.

6. Again, right click on the application icon, click Open, and then select Open in the following dialogue.

7. The claim window displays and you may claim the Endpoint.
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Ubuntu Installation
NOTE: Linux operation of BirdDog Cloud is supported only on the Ubuntu 18.04 desktop, and the Endpoint software 
runs using Mono. Mono is a platform for developing and running cross-platform applications based on the ECMA/
ISO Standards. It is a free and open-source implementation of Microsoft’s .NET framework.

If you already have the lastest version of Mono installed, skip to step 3.

1. If you have an old version of Mono on your linux machine, remove it using the command (this will also 
automatically remove bird-dog-cloud):

sudo apt-get remove mono-devel mono-gac mono-mcs mono-runtime mono-runtime-common mo-
no-runtime-sgen

2. Then, install the new version of Mono by running the following commands:

sudo apt install gnupg ca-certificates

sudo apt-key adv --keyserver hkp://keyserver.ubuntu.com:80 --recv-keys

3FA7E0328081BFF6A14DA29AA6A19B38D3D831EF

echo "deb https://download.mono-project.com/repo/ubuntu stable-bionic main" | sudo 
tee /etc/apt/sources.list.d/mono-official-stable.list

sudo apt update

sudo apt install mono-devel mono-runtime

3. Run the following commands (replace the version number as appropriate):

sudo dpkg -i birddog-cloud_7.7_all.deb

sudo apt-get install -f

4. On a new installation, the Endpoint needs to be claimed. If the claim code does not show up automatically or 
you missed it, you can display it using this command:

sudo -H -u bd-cloud /opt/birddog/birddog_cloud/run.sh --claim



WELCOME TO THE FUTURE.
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